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The exhibition Yves Saint Laurent: Behind the scenes of haute couture in Lyon will 
be on view from June 17 through December 5, 2021 at the Musée Yves Saint Laurent 
Paris. The culmination of an extensive collaborative project between the museum and 
the musée des Tissus de Lyon, where it opened in November 2019, the exhibition 
shines a light on the solid 40-year working relationship between the couturier and 
Lyon-based manufacturers and suppliers of materials and fabrics.
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1 - Preceding page: Yves Saint Laurent at his desk in the studio at 5 Avenue Marceau, Paris, 1976 
Photograph by Guy Marineau
2 - Evening dress worn by Chrystele Saint Louis Augustin, spring-summer haute couture collection, 1996
Photograph by Guy Marineau
© Yves Saint Laurent / photo Guy Marineau

Press kit

The extraordinarily talented Yves Saint Laurent and his world are showcased among sublime 
fabrics from the most eminent Lyon houses. Delicate muslins, shimmering woven fabrics 
and exquisite velvets reveal themselves in an exhibition that highlights a close and steadfast 
creative collaboration that lasted over forty years. With thirty haute couture ensembles shown 
alongside numerous documents, the exhibition forges an original approach to explore the 
couturier’s creative process.

2

A hymn to fabric
The exhibition traces the relationship between 
a brilliant couturier who “could design a 
dress with his eyes closed – that’s how well he 
knows fabrics” and one of the most renowned 
textile industries in the world, whose expertise 
and unparalleled creativity are integral to 
Parisian haute couture.

The exhibition is organised around seven 
Lyon-based textile firms that Yves Saint 
Laurent relied on when designing. It also 
opens a window onto the secrets of fabric 
making, including crepe, muslin, taffeta and 
velvet. An exploration of the unique tactile and 
technical characteristics of each fabric gives 
the visitor a fresh look into the heart of the 
creative process of one of the greatest fashion 
designers of the 20th century.

A new approach to understanding Yves Saint Laurent’s creativity
“Exploring the relationship between the couturier and these Lyon-based textile 
manufacturers and suppliers has given us the opportunity to see Yves Saint Laurent’s 
creative genius in a new light. We show that the creative and technical aspects of haute 
couture are not mutually exclusive. On the contrary, they are clearly interconnected; 
one reinforces the other. By mounting this exhibition at 5 Avenue Marceau, where the 
renowned couture house was located, we not only pay a well-deserved homage to the 
expertise of the entire Lyonnais region, but we also provide visitors with an understanding 
of the couturier’s creative process from a new angle and from its epicentre: Here, in Yves 
Saint Laurent’s studio, these magnificent fabrics come to life before our eyes.”

— Aurélie Samuel, 
Co-curator of the exhibition and 

Director of collections at the Musée Yves Saint Laurent Paris
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3 – Yves Saint Laurent, Anne-Marie Muñoz and Pierre Bergé in the couturier’s studio, 
5 Avenue Marceau, 1977. Photograph by Guy Martineau
© photo Guy Marineau
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“This exhibition gives us the opportunity to see certain dresses from the collection of the 
Musée Yves Saint Laurent Paris that have rarely or never before been shown to the public. 
The fabrics used in all of the dresses we chose could be traced to specific suppliers from 
Lyon and the surrounding region. The exhibition also provided a chance for the musée des 
Tissus to employ its textile analysis expertise. Fabrics such as these, from the 20th century, 
are less often studied than those from centuries past. We show that the technical aspects of 
textile manufacturing are fundamental, and that Yves Saint Laurent, by taking advantage 
of technical innovations, was able to design dresses that could not have been imagined 
until then. This is one of the goals of the exhibition: to show the relationship between a 
great couturier and the material at his disposal.”

— Esclarmonde Monteil
Co-curator of the exhibition and 

Director of the musée des Tissus in Lyon
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“…and it’s you, face “…and it’s you, face 
to face with fabric and to face with fabric and 

colour: It’s you who colour: It’s you who 
should, in the same way as should, in the same way as 
a painter with his brushes a painter with his brushes 
or a sculptor with his clay, or a sculptor with his clay, 
plunge into the material. ”plunge into the material. ”

Yves Saint Laurent Yves Saint Laurent 
– – Le MondeLe Monde, 1983, 1983
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4 - Preceding page: Evening dress (detail), spring-summer haute couture collection, 1996 
© Yves Saint Laurent / photo Sophie Carre
5 – Day dress worn by the paper doll, Vera,  with “Ducharne cotton” written on the verso, 1953–1955 
© Fondation Pierre Bergé – Yves Saint Laurent

Yves Saint Laurent and fabrics: 
“The basis of everything”

An early interest
Yves Saint Laurent discovered Lyon silk through the fashion magazines he would leaf 
though in Oran, Algeria, where he was born and raised. He first glimpsed the expertise 
of fabric suppliers in advertisement photographs of fashion collections that detailed the 
characteristics of the fabrics. This discovery was fundamental for Yves Saint Laurent, 
who placed orders with the Lyonnais manufacturers beginning with his first collection, 
following in the footsteps of his predecessors, in particular Christian Dior: Saint Laurent 
was his assistant and took over the great couturier’s mantle in 1957. The ensembles 
executed in Ducharne wool and silk from Yves Saint Laurent’s spring-summer 1962 
collection attest to this. He would go on ordering fabrics from these Lyonnais houses, 
whose craftsmanship has continually evolved, and which have remained the purveyors 
of the finest fabrics used in French haute couture.

Yves Saint Laurent felt that fabrics “are the basis of everything; the fabrics 
determine the idea, the line. If I use them in the wrong way, my designs are a 
failure and I have to abandon them. Choosing them is one of the most important 
steps in the creative process, the thing that requires the most concentration and that 
also brings the utmost joy.” (Le Figaro, 1979)

The Paper Dolls
At around the age of sixteen, Yves 
Saint Laurent conjured up a “paper 
fashion house”.  Using fashion 
magazines from the mid-1950s as 
his source material, the young man 
made eleven “paper dolls” by cutting 
out the silhouettes of popular dresses 
from their pages. He designed a 
complete wardrobe for each, using 
a template placed over the doll. The 
two programmes for his autumn-
winter 1953–1954 and 1954–1955 
collections mention various Lyonnais 
houses such as Ducharne, Bianchini-
Férier and Bucol. Their names also 
appear written on the verso of some 
of his paper garments.

5
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6 – Preceding page: Cover of the programme for the paper dolls collection, autumn-winter 1953–1954 
© Fondation Pierre Bergé - Yves Saint Laurent
7 – The programme for the paper dolls collection, autumn-winter 1953–1954 
© Fondation Pierre Bergé –Yves Saint Laurent
8 – Coat worn by the paper doll, Ivy; on the verso is written “faille de Bi. Ferier.” 1953-1955 
© Fondation Pierre Bergé – Yves Saint Laurent
9 – Day dress “La Mañola” worn by the paper doll, Ivy: on the verso is written “satin by Ducharne” 1953-1955
© Fondation Pierre Bergé –Yves Saint Laurent
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9 10 – Evening ensemble (detail), autumn-winter 2000 haute couture collection © Yves Saint 
Laurent / photo Sophie Carre

The history of Lyon silk manufacturing
For at least 500 years, manufacturing in Lyon and commerce with the city have been 
intimately linked to silk. This exceptional material, with origins in Asia, spread westward 
along the trading routes that became known as the Silk Road. Lyon’s silk industry began 
by selling foreign-made silk; the Lyonnais then began weaving their own. From the 18th 
to the 20th century, the Lyon silk houses were the arbiters of fashion and as renowned 
as the great couturiers. With the emergence of ready-to-wear brands in the 1970s, they 
assumed an auxiliary role in the world of haute couture.

The Lyonnais fabric manufacturers and suppliers

Through some thirty garments from the collection of the Musée Yves Saint Laurent 
Paris, the exhibition lets us discover seven Lyon-based houses with which Yves Saint 
Laurent worked for forty years: Bianchini-Férier, Bouton-Renaud, Brochier and Sfate et 
Combier for silk, but also the converteurs and middlemen Bucol, Abraham and Beaux-
Valette, who would have fabrics manufactured for them in the region between the Rhône 
and Saône rivers. The exhibition also invites us to discover different materials and 
manufacturing techniques such as crepe, muslin, taffeta, velvet, Cigaline® etc.

The intermediaries, or converteurs, whose names are visible on archival documents from 
the Yves Saint Laurent couture house, gradually disappeared over the years in favour of 
wholesalers, who began to establish special relationships with the couture houses. But it 
was not until the 1990s that most of these behind-the-scenes manufacturers appeared in 
workshop dossiers and on inventory handling sheets, which began to list the suppliers, 
thus revealing the names of the Lyon silk manufacturers.

The Fabrique Lyonnaise, the name given 
in 1667 to Lyon’s silk industry by Jean-
Baptiste Colbert, Louis XIV’s Minister of 
State, was a very complex system with areas 
of expertise divided among many specialised 
trades: designers, thread preparers, weavers, 
dressers, launderers and dyers, as well as 
mechanics, samplers, couriers, etc. The most 
numerous were the weavers who supplied the 
manufacturers and the intermediaries, known 
in the trade as converteurs, in other words 
those “who used third parties to turn their 
talent and expertise into a finished product”. 
They were at the heart of the Parisian fashion 
world and worked closely with the couturiers. 
By understanding the needs of the market and 
staying up to date on the latest trends, they 
would force manufacturers to change their 
usual fabric lines and constantly innovate to 
keep up with the style of the time.10



10 11 – Ensemble worn by Amalia Vairelli, spring-summer 1999 haute couture collection 
© Yves Saint Laurent / photo DR

Cigaline® and taffeta – Bucol 
During the 1960s, the body was given prominence, the sexual revolution took place and 
the emancipated woman emerged. Yves Saint Laurent was a designer in step with the 
times, and he marked this social upheaval by creating his first nus-habillés (nude-dressed) 
garments, masterpieces of transparent transgression, in one of his favourite materials for 
revealing the female body, Cigaline®. This synthetic fabric conceived by Bucol is as fine, 
light and delicate as a cicada’s wings.

Taffeta, or tabby weave, indicates a fabric woven in the most basic weave and made only 
of a continuous fibre such as silk. Yves Saint Laurent ordered it primarily from Bucol. 
It can be shot taffeta, meaning two or three different colours of yarn are used, or moiré 
in a variety of colours. Taffeta rustles at the slightest touch, catches the light and creates 
a halo around the body of the woman wearing it, all the while evoking the era of great 
balls and haute couture’s finest hours.

11

1 – Interview with René Dubouchaud, 13 June 2019
2 – Interview with Bertrand Feuga, 24 April 2019
3 – Ibid.

Since the end of the 19th century, the name Bucol has 
been associated with exceptional fabrics. Its greatest 
resource has been its production laboratory located in 
Charlieu¹ and its role as a converteur, “whose power is 
derived from its address book capable of satisfying the 
wildest desires of the couture houses”.² Its considerable 
archives reveal that for certain collections designed by 
Yves Saint Laurent, “the house provided twenty different 
fabric qualities and that the house of Bucol was always 
top of mind for the couturier from 1954 until 2002”.³ 
The robracs—fabric samples grouped by material and 
colour variations kept by the house—attest to the many 
commissions by Yves Saint Laurent and make it possible 
for us to examine the fabrics he chose. They are mainly 
changeant (shot) silks, taffeta (moiré or otherwise), silk 
satin or double-cloque woven fabrics for exceptional 
pieces such as the “Shakespeare” bridal gown, and of 
course Cigaline® in silk or nylon that Yves Saint Laurent 
was particularly fond of and which he used to create his 
transparent blouses.

A converteur like no other: Bucol



“What I love above all “What I love above all 
is working as if I were is working as if I were 
sculpting light.  When sculpting light.  When 

choosing a fabric, I choosing a fabric, I 
succumb to its lines, I succumb to its lines, I 
offer it to the light and offer it to the light and 
capture its mystery... At capture its mystery... At 
that moment it’s as if I that moment it’s as if I 

were a painter or writer.”were a painter or writer.”

Yves Saint Laurent Yves Saint Laurent 
– – L’Insensé L’Insensé magazine, 1991magazine, 1991
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12 – Preceding page: Ensemble (detail), spring-summer 2000 haute couture collection 
© Yves Saint Laurent / photo Sophie Carre
13 – Evening dress worn by Claire Calladine, autumn-winter 1987 haute couture col-
lection. Photograph by Guy Marineau  © Yves Saint Laurent / photo Guy Marineau

Muslin and crepe – Bianchini-Ferier and Sfate et Combier
Yves Saint Laurent used silk muslin, a loosely-woven taffeta, whose light, airy qualities 
he appreciated and described to be “as light as a feather”. For his last collection in 2002 
he designed 13 dresses made of silk muslin from Bianchini-Férier, which appear to have 
been sewn directly onto a body that is nevertheless left to move freely. Defying gravity, 
the support is provided by a bustier which serves as a foundation onto which the pleats 
are attached.

Crepe refers both to very strongly twisted yarns that retract after weaving and to the 
resulting fabric. The fabric’s name comes from the Latin word crispus, meaning curly 
or wavy. It was already used by Yves Saint Laurent in his very early collections. The 
designer primarily employed silk crepe for flowing garments, as its heavy weight was 
well suited to the long movement of his draped ensembles. The fabric’s vibrancy and 
the ease with which it flows through one’s fingers allow for a soft drape that flatters the 
curves of a woman’s body.

The muslin ordered by Yves Saint Laurent was sourced 
primarily from the house of Bianchini-Férier. Long 
unequalled in quality, this light and delicate fabric was 
referred to as “Madonna” muslin. “In order to make it, 
we use a single pronged thread; that is, we place a single 
thread between two tines of the loom’s reed support. It is 
very difficult to produce as the slightest error can be seen 
by the naked eye.” ¹

As for Sfate et Combier’s silk muslin, it is woven in a 
specialised factory, founded in 1850, dedicated to this 
fabric. “Monsieur Saint Laurent sometimes orders a very 
specific muslin—one that is slightly crinkled, light and 
fluid, with a very beautiful flow—in order to obtain very 
diaphanous and fluid garments for his haute couture and 
ready-to-wear collections.” ²

13

1 – Interview with Cédric Brochier, 23 April 2019
2 – Interview with Véronique Rosso-Rebert, 25 April 2019

The supple muslins of Lyon:
Bianchini-Férier and Sfate et Combier



“It is the material that 
defines haute couture.”

Yves Saint Laurent 
– Le Monde, 1983
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14 – Preceding page: Evening dress (detail), autumn-winter 1967 haute couture 
collection © Yves Saint Laurent / photo Sophie Carre
15 – The “Cleopatra” dress worn by Rochelle Redfield, spring-summer 1990 haute 
couture collection. Photograph by Guy Marineau  © Yves Saint Laurent / photo Guy 
Marineau

Innovative materials and techniques – Brochier and Abraham
In the 1960s, Lyon suppliers invented new materials made from synthetic fibres. Viscose 
rayon, acetate or polyester yarns were mixed with silk yarns on traditional Jacquard 
mechanical looms. The invention of gazar came about when silk workers diverted 
traditional materials such as gauze to obtain a more rigid fabric.

Gold lamé
Evoking dresses worn by Hollywood actresses of the 1950s as well as the festive 
spirit and pomp of disco fashion of the late 1970s, the gold lamé developed by the 
house of Brochier was one of the emblematic materials used by Yves Saint Laurent in 
his collections. Producing it is a complex technical feat. Figured fabrics woven with 
Lurex®—a lamé made from metalloplastic yarns instead of a traditional metallic lamé—

add a unique glow to the woman who wears them. As a result of the materials used to 
make them, these textiles were lighter and more fluid than previous metallic fabrics, as 
well as shinier and stronger than those seen before.

Gold lamé
The house of Brochier

Several Lyon suppliers had privileged relationships with 
the couturiers, as was the case with Jacques Brochier, 
who would regularly visit Yves Saint Laurent. They met 
in Paris: “My father would always say that Yves Saint 
Laurent had very precise ideas concerning what he wanted 
and how he wanted his future fabrics to be...they enjoyed 
a very strong creative partnership.” ¹ Brochier went on to 
develop a unique gold lamé for the house of Yves Saint 
Laurent.

Founded in 1890, this illustrious textile house was 
known for ‘‘high novelty’’ fabrics. Later, the firm started 
to produce specialised fabrics used in the aeronautic, 
automobile and rail industries, among others, while still 
producing fabrics for haute couture in the great Lyon 
tradition of textile manufacturing. Brochier took over 
Bianchini-Férier in 2002, and in 2007 the technical branch 
became Brochier Technologies.

15

1 – Interview with Cédric Brochier, 23 April 2019
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16 – Evening ensemble worn by Mounia Orosemane, autumn-winter 1986 haute 
couture collection. Photograph by Guy Marineau © Yves Saint Laurent / photo Guy 
Marineau

Abraham
The Zurich-based house of Abraham, renowned for its floral prints and fabrics, had 
many of its fancifully patterned textiles made in Lyon, in particular figured fabrics. It 
was also a pioneer in the development of new materials related to Lyon silks. While the 
company headquarters were in Switzerland, the firm set up a design office in Lyon and 
still another in Paris to follow fashion trends. The Swiss economic news magazine Bilanz 
estimated that at the height of the city’s production, one-third of Lyon’s weavers were 
weaving fabrics subsequently sold by Abraham. The exhibition highlights Abraham’s 
little-known intermediary role—between manufacturers and designers—as can be seen in 
the wealth of documents displayed.

Panne velvet (manufactured for Abraham by the house of Pernet Velours)
In the 1980s, the silk yarns of the pile warp used in panne velvet were replaced by fine 
metalloplastic strips that created the pattern on a silk ground. Mainly ordered from 
Pernet Velours, these fabrics play with iridescent, gold- or silver-patterned effects.

An exemplary converteur
The house of Abraham

Jacob Abraham established his firm in 1878, but 
the company’s direction was in large part forged by 
Gustav Zumsteg, nicknamed ‘‘the silk king’’. This self-
taught man firmly rooted his company in the world 
of high fashion and, starting in the 1940s, established 
strong business relationships with a number of 
designers, some of whom, like Christian Dior and Yves 
Saint Laurent, were to become close personal friends.

While printed fabrics were mostly made in Italy, 
fashioned fabrics were manufactured in Lyon or the 
surrounding region. Numerous textile houses worked 
for Abraham, including the velvet manufacturers 
Beaux-Valette, Bouton-Renaud, Pernet Velours and 
the Denis establishments. Abraham offered all these 
fabrics to Yves Saint Laurent, who selected them from 
sample books. For any garments made using fabrics 
supplied by Abraham, the fabric produced was paid 
for by the metre.

16



16
17 – Evening ensemble worn by Tina Vokrodt. “Brocade” necklace by Abraham. 
Autumn-winter 1989 haute couture collection. Photograph by Guy Marineau
© Yves Saint Laurent / photo Guy Marineau

“Chiné à la branche” – variegated fabrics – ordered from the Lyon houses by Abraham
The Lyonnais manufacturers made, in particular for Abraham, a fabric with a chiné à 
la branche effect using a warp printing technique. To give the illusion of 18th century 
variegated fabrics (reserved dyeing applied to warp threads), a first loose weave with a 
provisional weft is printed beforehand; the warp which has taken on the colour is then 
returned to the loom, while the provisional weft is removed, before proceeding to the 
final weaving.

Figured fabrics and brocades (manufactured by Denis for Abraham)
The house of Denis produced figured fabrics for Abraham, woven on a loom equipped 
with a Jacquard mechanism. Specialising in sumptuous fabrics like brocade, Denis 
received textile designs in card form that they would transcribe onto punched hole cards 
before proceeding to a trial run.
When a fabric was to Yves Saint Laurent’s liking, he would use its variations across a 
range of garments, as in his winter 1989 haute couture collection in which there are 
twenty-two different versions of the same brocade fabric from the house of Denis for 
Abraham. He designed not only jackets, suits and extravagant dresses with it in mind, 
but also accessories: high boots, Louis XV-style shoes that rise high on the foot, as well 
as several necklaces. This exceptional set of accessories is a unique example in Yves Saint 
Laurent’s oeuvre in which brocade is found everywhere from head to toe.

17



“Certain fabrics I see 
inspire the dress.”

Yves Saint Laurent 
– 20 ans, 1973
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18 – Preceding page: Evening dress (detail), autumn-winter 1986 haute couture 
collection © Yves Saint Laurent / photo Sophie Carre
19 – Dress worn by Natalia Kretova, autumn-winter 1992 haute couture collection. 
Photograph by Guy Marineau © Yves Saint Laurent / photo Guy Marinea

Velvet — Bouton-Renaud, Beaux-Valette and Hurel
In the winter of 1962, Yves Saint Laurent used velvet for his second haute couture 
collection, which included his first long sheath dress. The year he presented his smokings, 
the couturier offered a classic version of the tuxedo in grain de poudre wool and another 
in velvet, an uncommon fabric for such a garment. In subsequent collections, he designed 
a line of dresses and evening ensembles cut from velvet, a one-of-a-kind fabric that 
covers the body with a sort of second skin, and which captures the light in a unique way.

In a 1972 interview with ELLE magazine, Yves Saint Laurent declared: “Women have 
the right to dress in living, flowing fabrics [...] in the evening, they can allow themselves 
to wear materials that play off their bodies, that let us guess their contours.” One can 
imagine that he was thinking, among other things, of the velvet that he had used for 
many of his evening ensembles, which was ordered from Bouton-Renaud, Beaux-Valette 
or Hurel. Over time, he would combine it with fur, satin, tulle, lace or feathers, exploring 
various textures and shades of black.

The velvet manufacturers and brokers
Bouton-Renaud and Beaux-Valette

The house of Bouton-Renaud has always been one of the 
emblematic velvet manufacturers of Lyon. Equipped with its own 
machines for weaving and finishing—including dyeing and hand 
painting on velvet—it produces velvets for other Lyon houses that 
do not manufacture them themselves, such as Sfate et Combier or 
Bianchini-Férier, or for converteurs like Beaux-Valette.

The house of Beaux-Valette, for example, originally had no direct 
contact with haute couture houses. Intermediaries would come 
by with a portfolio full of samples which they would present to 
the couturiers. At Yves Saint Laurent, the samples were delivered 
twice a year to the receiving department, headed by Josiane 
Dacquet from 1985 to 1999,  which in turn would forward the 
robracs (cardboard supports to which the fabrics are attached) 
to Anne-Marie Muñoz, director of the studio. It was not until 
the 1990s that most manufacturers, who had remained in the 
shadows until then, started to appear in workshop and materials-
handling records, which began listing the suppliers, thus revealing 
the names of the Lyon silk manufacturers.

19



“I’m always captivated 
by a material, a colour, 
a book, an image or a 

fashion model.”

Yves Saint Laurent
Musée Yves Saint Laurent Paris 

archives
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20 – Preceding page:  Evening dress (detail), autumn-winter 1991 haute couture collection 
© Yves Saint Laurent / photo Sophie Carre
21 – “Shakespeare” wedding gown, autumn-winter 1980 haute couture collection 
© Yves Saint Laurent / photo Alexandre Guirkinger

A symbiosis of Lyonnais ingenuity
The exceptional shine of the wedding dress is due to an accumulation of luxurious 
materials by the greatest Lyon silk houses. The coat is made of a cloqué fabric by 
Bucol, as are the Venetian turban and belt. The dress is made of a damask-like fabric 
from Abraham with braid work by Mérieux. The arm cuffs are draped with lamé from 
Bianchini, while the tulle in the long veil comes from Hurel. 

The “Shakespeare” wedding dress: 
the coming together of Lyonnais textile expertise

In his autumn-winter 1980 haute couture collection, Yves Saint Laurent chose to pay 
homage to the poets and writers he much admired. The fashion show closed to the 
tragic strains of Mahler in an almost liturgical staging. The model Mounia, wearing an 
elaborate wedding dress, walked slowly down the runway before kneeling like a figure in 
an icon. This dress, a tribute to William Shakespeare, harks back to Elizabethan times.

21
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22 – Studio sheet (called “Bible sheets”) for the “Shakespeare” wedding gown. Autumn-winter 
1980 haute couture collection © Yves Saint Laurent
23 – Materials handling sheet for the “Shakespeare” wedding gown, autumn-winter 1980 
haute couture collection © Yves Saint Laurent

A symbol of the creative process
Coming face to face with this dress is one of the most powerful moments of the 
exhibition. The many documents shown beside it teach us about the couturier’s creative 
process and the technical knowledge needed to realize this masterpiece.

22
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“Gold: because it flows 
from a pure source, 

moulding the body and 
reducing it to a single 

line.”

Yves Saint Laurent
Musée Yves Saint Laurent Paris 

archives



Yves Saint Laurent’s studio
Bewitched by a profusion of fabrics

23

24 – Preceding page: “Shakespeare” wedding gown (detail), autumn-winter 1980 haute couture 
collection © Yves Saint Laurent / photo Sophie Carre
25 – Yves Saint Laurent’s studio, 5 Avenue Marceau, 2017 © photo Sophie Carre

A new way of looking at the creative process
Three months before a collection was presented to the public, the various fabric 
suppliers would leave around twenty portfolios with samples at the couture house. An 
initial choice was then made by the receiving department and by Yves Saint Laurent’s 
closest collaborators within the studio: Anne-Marie Muñoz and Loulou de La Falaise. 
A month later, ten thousand metres of precious fabric would be delivered, which were 
loaned “under conditions” and insured by the couture house. As soon as the fabrics 
would arrive at the couture house, a sample was cut out and pinned to sheets that Yves 
Saint Laurent kept on his desk and which gave him an overview of the fabrics available 
that season. We also find similar sample swatches on the studio sheets (called “Bible 
sheets”) or on the inventory records.

Housed in a historic hotel particulier at 5 Avenue Marceau, where Yves Saint Laurent’s 
creative ingenuity held sway for nearly 30 years, from 1974 to 2002, the museum 
integrates the discovery of Yves Saint Laurent’s studio into its museum experience. With 
the exhibition Yves Saint Laurent: Behind the scenes of haute couture in Lyon, a visit 
to the museum takes on a new dimension by taking place in the very rooms where the 
fabrics first came to life.

25
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26 – Kirat Young and Yves Saint Laurent in the couturier’s studio, 1983. 
Photographie de Guy Marineau
27 – Preceding page: Yves Saint Laurent’s studio (detail of his desk) © photo Sophie Carre

The significance of fabric
Based on the original sketches by Yves Saint Laurent, the workshop heads would create 
a prototype garment in ecru cotton canvas. This step involved transcribing the drawing 
into three dimensions. The canvas prototype, worn by a fashion model, was then shown 
to Yves Saint Laurent in his studio. He would judge the silhouette by looking at it in 
a large mirror. If the canvas prototype pleased him, “…we would decide on a fabric. 
We would put the fabric in front of the model and try to give it the appearance of the 
prototype, of the garment, by raising the fabric, by placing it alongside the bottom of the 
jacket or by passing the fabric between the legs to suggest the pants, or simply by holding 
the fabric to the side of the canvas prototype to evoke the skirt; this is the way he would 
visualize a garment in the fabric he had chosen.”¹

The canvases were then deconstructed and made into patterns with which the workshops 
cut the fabrics to make a model of the garment. “Sometimes, what worked well with 
canvas doesn’t necessarily work when the fabric is used.”², so it would take several 
fittings for the model to be considered final and ready to be accessorised for the show. 
Numerous photos document these very special fittings in a studio overflowing with rolls 
of fabrics.

1 – Interview with Alain Marchais, head of the tailoring atelier, 21 May 2017
2 – Interview with Georgette Capelli, head of the dressmaking atelier, 17 April 2019
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Conferences and 
private visits

Private visits organised by the Cultival Agency

An ideal way to see the exhibition is to join a small group, accompanied by a tour 

guide that has been trained by the museum staff, during special hours:

Thursday through Saturday, from 9:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. 

Tours conducted in French, English, Chinese, Spanish, Italian and Japanese

By reservation only: cultival.fr or by calling 08 25 05 44 05 (0.15 €/min)

Conferences and events

The Musée Yves Saint Laurent Paris will adapt its cultural programming according 

to the evolving developments in the response to Covid-19. To find out about the 

conferences and events that will be offered relative to the exhibition Yves Saint 

Laurent: Behind the Scenes of Haute Couture in Lyon, please visit our website 

www.museeyslparis.com

Catalogue

Published to accompany the exhibition at the musée des Tissus in Lyon, the catalogue 

is a new perspective on Yves Saint Laurent’s creative process. Richly designed with 

more than 160 illustrations, textile photographs, sketches and archival images, this 

book traces the trajectory of the couturier from his earliest years to the closing of his 

couture house. We discover his close bonds with the Lyon textile industry and the 

emblematic textile houses with which he worked for nearly 40 years. Through his 

sketches, his choices of materials and suppliers, his atelier work and fashion shows—

every step from fabric to a finished dress—an essential segment of haute couture is 

revealed in this catalogue, which pays tribute not only to the talent of a renowned 

couturier, but also to the time-honoured textile expertise of the Lyon region.

Yves Saint Laurent: Behind the Scenes of Haute Couture in Lyon

Editions Libel, 2019

168 pages, French text

35.00 €



Transportation

Metro line 9: Alma-Marceau station

RER C, Pont de l’Alma station

Bus lines 42, 63, 72, 80, 92, Alma-Marceau stop

Musée Yves Saint Laurent Paris

5 avenue Marceau

75116 Paris - France

+33 (0)1 44 31 64 00

contact@museeyslparis.com

Admission Prices

Full-price admission

Reduced admission for visitors between 10-18 years old, teachers, 

and students (upon presentation of valid proof no more than one 

year old)

Children under 10 years old, art history students and students in 

fashion schools, unemployed visitors, physically-disabled visitors and 

one accompanying person, professional journalists with a valid press 

ID card, ICOM-ICOMOS cardholders, and Association des Amis 

de la Fondation Pierre Bergé – Yves Saint Laurent and Association 

des Amis de la Fondation Jardin Majorelle cardholders (upon 

presentation of valid proof no more than one year old)

10 €

7 €

Free

New opening hours
Due to the current public health situation, the museum’s opening hours as of June 

17, 2021 until further notice will be: Thursday through Sunday from 11:00 a.m. until 

6:00 p.m. (last entry et 5:15 pm).

Visitors will be asked to exit the exhibition halls 20 minutes before the museum 

closes.
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Useful information
Directions, opening hours, entrance fees

In order to prepare and mount the exhibition, the Musée Yves Saint Laurent Paris will 

remain closed to the public through Wednesday, June 16, 2021.



The museum houses and exhibits the lifetime work of the renowned couturier in the 
historic building where his haute couture house was located. Yves Saint Laurent’s work is 
shown either retrospectively or in the context of ongoing temporary exhibitions.
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The Musée Yves Saint Laurent Paris

On October 3, 2017, more than fifteen years after the closing of the haute couture 
house, the Musée Yves Saint Laurent Paris opened its doors. It occupies the historic hôtel 
particulier at 5 Avenue Marceau where for nearly 30 years, from 1974 to 2002, the 
creations of Yves Saint Laurent were born. Covering over 450 m2, with a regularly updated 
presentation, alternating a retrospective tour with temporary thematic exhibitions, the 
museum shines a light on the richness and the unique heritage of the Pierre Bergé –Yves 
Saint Laurent Foundation.

The Musée Yves Saint Laurent Paris focuses on both the couturier’s creative genius and 
the process of designing an haute couture collection. Beyond its monographic ambitions, 
the museum seeks to present Yves Saint Laurent’s oeuvre in the context of the twentieth 
century and showcase haute couture traditions that accompanied a way of life that no 
longer exists.

The Musée Yves Saint Laurent Paris is the first museum of this scale dedicated to the 
work of an important couturier to open in the capital of fashion.
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28 - Musée Yves Saint Laurent Paris, 5 Avenue Marceau
© photo Sophie Carre



The Fondation Jardin Majorelle ensures the conservation and maintenance of the Jardin 
Majorelle, of the Pierre Bergé Museum of Berber Arts and of the Musée Yves Saint 
Laurent Marrakech. This nonprofit Moroccan foundation supports cultural, educational 
and social initiatives throughout the Kingdom.
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In Marrakech

29 – The Pierre Bergé Museum of Berber Arts, located at the Jardin Majo-
relle in the former painting studio of Jacques Majorelle © photo Nicolas 
Mathéus
30 – The Musée Yves Saint Laurent Marrakech © photo Nicolas Mathéus

The Jardin Majorelle and the Pierre Bergé Museum 
of Berber Arts
From 1922–1962, the Orientalist painter Jacques 
Majorelle (1886–1962) created a garden of exotic 
and rare plants on the land surrounding his villa. 
Yves Saint Laurent and Pierre Bergé acquired the 
property in 1980 to save it from the hands of real 
estate developers. Since 2002, the garden has been 
overseen by the garden designer, Madison Cox, who 
today heads the Foundation. The Jardin Majorelle 
has become one of the most visited sites in Morocco.

Located in the former painting studio of Jacques 
Majorelle, the Pierre Bergé Museum of Berber Arts 
offers a panorama of the extraordinary creativity 
of the Amazigh (Berber) peoples, who have lived in 
North Africa since time immemorial. More than 600 
objects, sourced throughout Morocco from the Rif 
to the Sahara, attest to this rich, vibrant and ongoing 
culture.
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The Musée Yves Saint Laurent Marrakech
Located a stone’s throw from the Jardin 
Majorelle, this 4,000 m² building was 
conceived as a dynamic cultural centre. 
It houses a permanent exhibition hall 
showcasing forty years of Yves Saint Laurent’s 
haute couture fashion work, a hall for 
temporary exhibitions, a photography gallery, 
an auditorium, a research library and a café-
restaurant.
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